Importer's/Owner's Declaration

As per my application vide Registration No..................dated ..................... for the import of..........................No.(s) of...................(Livestock(s) from..................on .................through (port) .....................I undertake that:

1. I will comply all pre-import, import and post-import health guidelines of India for the import of the livestock(s) as per the license, health protocol and applicable Notifications, orders etc. I will not seek any damages, costs, expenses or other compensations whatsoever from the concerned Officer and the Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying & Fisheries that may arise due to refusal of entry of livestock(s) into India or refusal of re-entry into the country of origin/export.

2. I shall be fully responsible in case any information and document provided by me at the time of arrival is found incorrect or lacks authenticity or the livestock(s) identity is not as per the Health Certificate. In case of no clearance at the airport I will deport the livestock at my own cost without creating any delay.

3. I undertake to produce all original health certificate and documents at the time of arrival. In absence of original health certificate at the time of arrival, my livestock(s) shall be put on hold at Airport/point of entry till the originals are submitted.

4. I undertake to transfer my livestock(s) after Custom clearance directly from Airport/point of entry to Quarantine Station, Kapashera, New Delhi for Quarantine observation without any delay and stopover.

5. I undertake to provide clean, hygienic, certified, balanced diet and ration to my livestock(s) with no responsibility of AQCS, New Delhi. I will make all necessary arrangement in advance for the stay of livestock(s) and attender(s).

6. I undertake to arrange/bear all expenses on transport, feeding, watering, testing of livestock(s), disposal of waste material, treatment and vaccination.

7. I also undertake that in case of nonpayment of applicable charges, the government of India shall be empowered to make public auction of my livestock(s) to recover the amount.

8. I will provide the name of my representative, animal attendant and the Veterinarian in advance for issuing necessary Identity Cards for entering into the Quarantine zone.

9. I also undertake that in case of any death of my livestock(s) during quarantine period the Regional Officer can dispose of the affected animal by incineration/burial and I shall bear all the expenses for the disposal of the carcass and I shall not claim for the left over.
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10. I also undertake that if my livestock(s) suffer from any diseases or there is any mortality during Quarantine, the Officer shall have power to detain the livestock(s) for further period of time depending upon the nature of diseases as he-deems fit or dispose of the affected livestock(s). I will allow for various test and post-mortem examination to be conducted for necessary action.

11. I also undertake that I shall not claim against the Quarantine Officer of AQCS in case of death (whatsoever may be the cause of death like infections, physical and miscellaneous unknown etiology), theft or escape of my livestock(s).

12. I will keep .........................no.(s) of animal attender(s)/caretaker(s) at AQCS station and will pay the applicable charges.

13. I undertake to submit the applicable accommodation charges for animal(s) & attender(s) in advance. I undertake to pay all my dues/charges before the release of animals(s).

14. I want to keep my livestock in AC shed (Rs. 450/-per day additional) / Water cooler shed (Rs. 40/-per day additional) / Normal shed with ceiling fan (No additional charges). I undertake to arrange and install AC and water cooler as the case may be in advance before the arrival of my Livestock(s) and pay the applicable charges.
   (Delete which is not applicable)

15. I undertake that I and my representatives will adhere with the visitor’s protocols/procedures of AQCS including AQCS/ND/SOP/19 seen & understood by me at all times during visits.

16. I shall carry out all orders of the Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying & Fisheries in connection with deportation/destruction/any other issue as the case may be.

17. The entry pass will be issued only to two persons including the owner. The name of the persons including owner are

1. ________________________________ 2. ________________________________

Date:

Signature of owner:

Name of owner:

Address with Tel.no. of owner: